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world war i diaries and memoirs world war i
remembered
Mar 29 2024

for many who served during world war i keeping a diary offered an outlet a place
into which they could unload their fears and frustrations today these diaries stand
as unparalleled historic documents providing readers with a wealth of information
about the day to day lives of service members

war diary wikipedia
Feb 28 2024

a war diary is a regularly updated official record kept by military units of their
activities during wartime the purpose of these diaries is to both record information
which can later be used by the military to improve its training and tactics as well
as to generate a detailed record of units activities for future use by historians



from the trenches to the british wwi diaries
digitized npr
Jan 27 2024

the british national archives is posting 1 5 million pages of world war i diaries
online the personal accounts provide new insight into the lives of the troops who
fought the war that began

war diaries of the first world war library and
archives canada
Dec 26 2023

this collection contains the digitized war diaries of cef infantry artillery and cavalry
units brigade division and corps commands and support units such as railway and
forestry troops it also includes the war diaries of several british units that served
under canadian command



the lost diaries of war the new york times
Nov 25 2023

the lost diaries of war the new york times by nina siegal and josephine sedgwick
april 15 2020 share full article 106 volunteers are helping forgotten dutch diarists
of wwii to speak

life on the front line diaries news and letters from
the
Oct 24 2023

life on the front line is composed predominantly of diaries and letters written by
british military personnel who served during the first world war 1914 1918

war office first world war and army of occupation



war
Sep 23 2023

this series consists of war diaries for british and colonial units serving in theatres
of operations between 1914 and 1922 including russia at home and in the colonies
and british military missions and armies of occupation between 1919 and 1922

unit war diaries first world war portal the national
archives
Aug 22 2023

the unit war diaries record series wo 95 represent one of the most popular
collections held by the national archives war diaries were kept for two main
reasons to provide an accurate



british army war diaries 1914 1922 the national
archives
Jul 21 2023

these records are the unit war diaries of the british army in the first world war and
are held by the national archives in record series wo 95 they are not personal
diaries try the the

ww1 soldier diaries placed online by national
archives bbc
Jun 20 2023

14 january 2014 this year marks the 100th anniversary of the start of world war
one diaries from british soldiers describing life on the frontline during world war
one are being published



diaries memorials personal reminiscences world
war i
May 19 2023

the war diary of david lindsay egypt and gallipoli memoirs 1914 1915 thomas
fredrick littler first world war diaries 1914 1919 including cartoon postcards war
co uk famphoto htm photographs and other materials george o lunn 36 days in
1915 the war diary of george oliver lunn rosa luxemburg letters from prison to
sophie liebknecht

ww1 british army war diaries great war
Apr 18 2023

the war diary was compiled by month for every month that the unit was on active
service in addition to the completed official war diary army form there might also
be sketches messages maps and operational orders included as appendices
purpose of the war diary trace the footsteps of a ww1 soldier information to be



found in a war diary

war diaries tracesofwar com
Mar 17 2023

disclaimer this war diary is based on its original but typos might be corrected
locations are calculated so might not be in the correct place for historical research
always check the originals

unit and commander s war diaries australian war
memorial
Feb 16 2023

unit and commander s war diaries digitised copies of selected original war diaries
recording the daily activities of australian army units are available for the
following conflicts and peacekeeping missions first world war australian imperial
force unit war diaries 1914 18 war second world war



bbc ww2 people s war archive list diaries
Jan 15 2023

1941 1945 eastern travels 9 stories a gentle war kenneth james crapp s diary 9
stories a mother s diary 5 stories a wartime diary 1940 41 florrie collinge 2 stories
an army

war office home forces war diaries second world
war the
Dec 14 2022

title war office home forces war diaries second world war description these war
diaries contain the daily record of events reports on operations and exercises
intelligence summaries etc of headquarters formations and divisional regimental
and other unit commanders stationed in the united kingdom date



australian imperial force unit war diaries 1914 18
war
Nov 13 2022

description this series comprises the war diaries created by the units of the
australian imperial force aif during the first world war while on active service army
headquarters formations and units were required to keep unit war diaries
recording their daily activities

reference guide war diaries second world war
canadian
Oct 12 2022

a war diary is a regularly updated official record kept by military units of their
daily activities the purpose of these diaries is to both record information which can
later be used by the military to improve its training and tactics as well as to
generate a detailed record of units activities for future use by historians



book review nora krug diaries of war npr
Sep 11 2022

october 26 20234 12 pm et by tahneer oksman ten speed graphic when it comes to
critical events happening around the globe sometimes individuals turn to the past
the sequence of occasions

civil war diaries and personal narratives archive
org
Aug 10 2022

civil war diaries and personal narratives is a selective compilation of diaries letters
memoirs and personal narratives of the common soldier many times witnessing the
conflict on a grand scale published as books between 1960 and 1994 and held in
the general collections of the library of congress accounts published before 1960
but reissued
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